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Abstract: Blockchain is the foundation of all cryptocurrencies, while machine learning (ML) is one of
the most popular technologies with a wide range of possibilities. Blockchain may be improved and
made more effective by using ML. Even though blockchain technology uses encryption to safeguard
data, it is not completely reliable. Various elements, including the particular use case, the type of
data, and legal constraints can determine whether it is suitable for keeping private and sensitive data.
While there may be benefits, it is important to take into account possible hazards and abide by privacy
and security laws. The blockchain itself is secure, but additional applications and layers are not. In
terms of security, ML can aid in the development of blockchain applications. Therefore, a critical
investigation is required to better understand the function of ML and blockchain in enhancing security.
This study examines the current situation, evaluates the articles it contains, and presents an overview
of the security issues. Despite their existing limitations, the papers included from 2012 to 2022
highlighted the importance of ML’s impact on blockchain security. ML and blockchain can enhance
security, but challenges remain; advances such as federated learning and zero-knowledge proofs are
important, and future research should focus on privacy and integration with other technologies.
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1. Introduction

Several fields in the real world have already begun to make use of and conduct
extensive research into machine learning (ML) [1,2]. User-generated data in the tens of
thousands per day may be utilized to train ML models, and those models can then be put
to use solving a wide range of problems in business and society. Despite the progress of
ML, data and model difficulties still exist. For instance, it is challenging to generalize ML
models to reflect the future because current training methods require large amounts of data,
which are often unavailable in practice [3] or limited due to the high cost of collection [4].
Concerns about data leakage and privacy [5] also exist. Filtering out “bad data” is a constant
fight with malicious contributors or spammers, who can submit low-effort or illogical data
and still receive rewards [6]. Additionally, it is difficult to generalize ML models to reflect
the future due to outdated training [7], especially in subjects such as the Industrial Internet
of Things (IIoT) [8], etc.

Most people agree that a blockchain is an efficient option that can guarantee security
and reliability. However, as explained in [9], it may be vulnerable to attacks and security
issues. Specifically, two significant attacks that undermined the network’s functioning
recently occurred on Ethereum Classic [10], a permissionless (public) blockchain-based
decentralized platform for smart contracts [11]. The blockchain is defined roughly by a
global ledger that can efficiently and permanently record transactions via a timed chain
of blocks, or blocks. Each block is added to the chain after being validated, based on a
distributed consensus procedure, and contains information about the transactions. When
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enough nodes authenticate the block, which is subsequently regarded as reliable, the
consensus is obtained. The whole procedure is recorded, and data may be gathered to
describe the events taking place in the underlying ledger [12]. It is sensible to wonder
whether such information may be used to monitor the process and provide early detection
and analysis systems that can alert users to unusual events and potential attacks.

Data analysis techniques have historically been extensively used in the cybersecurity
area [13], and the recent proliferation of powerful ML techniques has enabled the accu-
rate identification of cyberattacks and the detection of threats, both in real-time and in
post-incident assessments [14,15]. Importantly, both unsupervised and supervised ML
algorithms have been used successfully to support the prevention and detection of in-
trusion systems, as well as detect system misuse and security breaches. The scenarios of
interest are typically defined by a continuous data stream (such as application-level data
or packet-level) summarizing the underlying network or system’s activity. The role of
ML algorithms is to recognize known threats (supervised technique) or aberrant behavior
(unsupervised approach).

On the other hand, integrating blockchain may improve data quality, leading to better
ML model training. As a result of the smart contract’s validation process, harmful data that
is unfavorable to model training will be filtered out, and researchers will not have to worry
about having insufficient access to the most current data, which would lead to models
that lack generalization. Data providers will also be protected from the unseen dangers of
information security thanks to the encryption technology utilized by the blockchain. As
blockchain and ML may be used to promote the creation of better ML models and make
them more accessible to companies in fields such as supply chain, banking, healthcare, and
so on, the combination will have far-reaching effects [16].

The blockchain can be specifically used to prevent cyberattacks and bolster the security
of 5G applications. When compared to the consortium and private blockchains, the public
blockchain is the most secure due to the nature of its participants and the consensus method
used. While members of the consortium and private blockchains can only be trusted nodes,
members of the public blockchain may be anonymous. The public blockchain uses Proof
of Work (PoW) as its consensus technique, whereas multi-party voting and rigorously
pre-approved nodes are used as consensus mechanisms in the consortium blockchain
and private blockchain, respectively [17]. Blockchain has the unique ability to reduce
cybersecurity threats, with its security characteristics including being very difficult for
hackers or attackers to implant or distribute malware or harmful software. Blockchain
increases the network’s resilience by eliminating single-point failures and employs the
consensus method, ensuring the ledger’s transparency and integrity [18]. However, it
is impossible to disregard some of the most significant blockchain security problems,
including endpoint, scalability, a regulatory third-party vendor, and inadequate testing [19].
Another type of blockchain attack is the 51% assault, in which an attacker or group of
attackers seizes control of the blockchain network [20]. ML algorithms are capable of
analyzing transaction history and identifying patterns that indicate a possible double-
spending attack. This can initiate an automatic response, such as suspending the account
temporarily until the problem is resolved.

While ML and blockchain both hold enormous promise in a variety of businesses,
their combination may potentially present new security issues that need to be resolved. The
objectives of this review are to assess the present status of research in this field, pinpoint
the biggest security issues, and suggest potential countermeasures. The blockchain itself is
secure, but apps and extra layers are not. ML will benefit in the development of blockchain
applications in terms of security. To the best of our knowledge, there is no security-focused
evaluation of ML and blockchain. Therefore, a critical analysis is essential to comprehend
the role of ML and blockchain in strengthening security and to provide insights to academics
and practitioners working in this field. This research analyzes the current state of affairs,
assesses the articles it includes, and provides an overview of security concerns.
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2. Background
2.1. Security and Blockchain

There has been a significant surge in the number of reported security incidents in-
volving the personal data of users. As a result, third parties may have access to the data
and gather all personally identifiable information. This intermediary can be eliminated
through the use of blockchain technology, which allows for direct transactions between
two parties. The quantity of data in the environment has increased lately, and personal and
sensitive information need not be safe in the hands of third parties as they are targeted for
abuse and assault. Blockchain technology helps users who are not required to rely on a
third party and acknowledges people as the owners of their data. However, it needs to
have its regulations and norms, which is where the term “smart contract” comes in. Before
initiating a transaction, the gateway keeper needs to draft a set of rules and a contract,
which will facilitate peer-to-peer (P2P) interaction [21,22].

Many operations in cryptography are performed to provide various security services,
including non-repudiation (ensuring authentication and integrity) [23], confidentiality
(keeping information secret from communication parties), integrity, and authenticity. When
asymmetrical cryptography is used, which has a set of public keys accessible to everyone
and a set of private keys visible only to the owner, blockchain systems are naturally secure.
These keys are used to ensure the integrity and ownership of a transaction [24,25]. The
security of the blockchain system is linked to the integrity, confidentiality, and authorization
of transactions. Unlike centrally kept data, which is more susceptible to security breaches,
the decentralized structure of blockchain systems requires a P2P consensus mechanism,
which reduces single points of failure for data [26]. There are many creative applications
for blockchain, some of which are briefly discussed below. For example, Gai et al. [27] claim
that integrating blockchain technology with an existing cloud solution could significantly
improve the performance and security of cloud data centers. Recently, Wang et al. [28]
implemented a secure and mutual authentication protocol to support the use of blockchain
for identity verification issues in the smart grid. Similarly, before suggesting a blockchain-
based authentication method for the smart grid, Wang et al. [29] highlighted a potential
security threat to the infrastructure of the smart grid.

Despite the high level of security provided by blockchain systems, they are still
vulnerable to various security and data integrity attacks [30]. PoW consensus-related
attacks, such as 51% majority manipulation [31], consensus delay due to distributed denial
of service [32,33], block ingestion, de-anonymization, blockchain forking, orphaned blocks,
pollution log, and selfish mining [34], as well as attacks against double-spending [32] and
liveness attacks [35] are some examples of these types of attacks. Based on the evidence,
the majority of security issues arise from three primary areas: transactions, authentication,
and network connectivity. Therefore, technologies that allow inappropriate connections
and their integration with other technologies may pose several security risks [36]. Since
the inception of blockchain technology, there have been five generations of technological
advancements, and the range of applications has significantly expanded [37].

Blockchain security issues need to be addressed because, despite its potential bene-
fits, blockchain technology introduces new security concerns that need to be addressed.
Blockchain networks are decentralized, transparent, and immutable, which makes them
a desirable target for malicious actors attempting to exploit system vulnerabilities [38].
A total of 51% of attacks, smart contract vulnerabilities, consensus algorithm flaws, and
privacy concerns are some of the most significant security obstacles in blockchain networks.
These security issues can result in data intrusions, monetary loss, and reputational harm for
individuals and organizations that utilize blockchain networks. Consequently, it is essential
to resolve these challenges through research and innovation to improve the security of
blockchain systems and facilitate the pervasive adoption of this technology.
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2.2. Blockchain and the Importance of ML

Through the usage of Bitcoin, blockchain [39] was largely promoted in the banking
industry. It has been incorporated into many other sectors recently, including pharma-
ceutical manufacturing, supply chain operations, the healthcare sector, and many other
important areas. Although ML is known for its automation of problem-solving by applying
statistical computer algorithms or models, blockchain is often used for preserving financial
transactions/data by maintaining a decentralized digital ledger that keeps all data in a
highly safe manner.

In addition to processing enormous amounts of business data and building an effective
prediction system that makes decisions automatically, ML is well known for its ability to
analyze patterns in a dataset and interpret patterns in business data to produce excellent
visual graphs and interpolations that can be used to provide insights into top management.
In the insurance sector, cutting-edge ML algorithms have recently been utilized to predict
financial risks. Insurance firms may accurately estimate the risks involved with charging
new insurance premiums thanks to ML, which runs its algorithms on massive amounts
of financial information and discovers a certain hidden pattern. Blockchain establishes
a distributed ledger with a secure transactional database that has precise timestamps
and immutable and permanent data instances. The main reason blockchain is so well-
known is that it uses digital signatures as a particular method of reaching an agreement
on financial data entities. Large amounts of data are needed for ML to produce credible
models. Gathering, organizing, and auditing data is a straightforward approach made
possible by blockchain that may increase data accuracy [40].

Blockchain greatly enhances data protection by automating the prediction of which
types of data need to be stored and processed in a chain for making instances as accessible
as possible. Blockchain has incredible support for standards for securing a lot of data at
different nodes and makes data available at any instance in an encrypted manner. Since
they are decentralized, blockchains may have security flaws [41]. The most prevalent issue
is that the consensus procedure may be disrupted as a result of an assault, allowing a few
mining farms to control which blocks are put into the network. This specific risk exists in
public blockchains. Private versions are immune to this assault since each node is uniquely
recognized, and a suitable consensus process is in place.

In the field of security, combining blockchain with ML may result in new and reliable
solutions (Figure 1). For example, blockchain may be used to establish an immutable
record of transactions that cannot be changed, and ML algorithms can be taught to identify
patterns of fraudulent conduct in financial transactions. Blockchain may also be used to
securely store data about network activities, and ML algorithms can be used to identify
and stop cyberattacks in real time. ML may be used to validate users’ identities based on
biometric data, which can be utilized for identity verification. It is more difficult for hackers
to obtain and use this data if it is securely stored in a decentralized way using blockchain.
ML algorithms may be used to evaluate this data and find patterns of suspicious behavior
or possible security breaches in supply chain security. Blockchain can be used to produce
a safe and transparent record of every step in a supply chain. Lastly, ML can be used to
analyze the behavior of these contracts and spot potential security flaws, helping to avoid
the loss of money or other assets. Smart contracts are automatically executed based on
predefined conditions and can be created using blockchain.

The adoption of blockchain technology in various industries has increased awareness
of the significance of blockchain network security. By analyzing data, detecting patterns,
and identifying potential security hazards in real time, ML has emerged as a potential
method for enhancing the security of blockchain systems. By providing a secure, decentral-
ized, and immutable digital ledger, blockchain can increase the veracity of data used by
ML algorithms. However, blockchain networks are susceptible to security vulnerabilities,
which necessitate the implementation of appropriate security measures and consensus
procedures. The combination of blockchain and ML has the potential to revolutionize data
security, but security needs to be maintained at all times.
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3. Methods and Materials
3.1. Research Method

In recent years, security studies literature has expanded as an increasing number of
academics have taken an interest in the topic. By using the AND OR search operators,
a great quantity of relevant material on themes such as “Machine Learning”, “Security”,
and “Blockchain” can be located. On 9 March 2023, 33 articles remained from 369 ones
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Document selection process.

Keywords:

◦ “Machine Learning” AND “Blockchain” AND “Security”
◦ “Machine Learning” AND “Blockchain” AND “Network Security”
◦ “Machine Learning” AND “Blockchain” AND “Security of Data”
◦ “Machine Learning” AND “Blockchain” AND “Cybersecurity”
◦ “Machine Learning” AND “Blockchain” AND “Security and Privacy”
◦ “Machine Learning” AND “Blockchain” AND “Privacy and Security”

3.2. Exclusion and Inclusion

Using “blockchain” and “machine learning” as keywords in the context of security,
papers were located in the Scopus, Google Scholar, and Science Direct databases. These
studies include research on machine learning categorization, security, and the integration
of blockchain with machine learning. Figure 3 outlines the inclusion and exclusion criteria
that need to be met by research papers chosen for this study’s critical examination.
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3.3. Study’s Objective

The primary aims of this research are as follows:

◦ To understand the literature on ML and blockchain applications for security
◦ To understand the significance of ML.
◦ To understand the many solutions to these problems.
◦ To understand the open issues, challenges, and future directions of research.

4. Current State of Scope

The number of articles on ML and blockchain in the context of security has steadily
increased over the previous four years from 2012 to 2022. Figure 4 shows the yearly number
of papers published by topic area from 2012 to 2022. The chart below shows how publishing
dates have changed over time: in 2019, three papers (9.10%) were published, nine articles
(27.27%) in 2021, and twenty-one articles (63.63%) in 2022. It is important to note that
there has been a huge increase in the use of blockchain and ML, particularly in 2022. The
most published research in this area occurred in 2022. Due to the expanding use of these
technologies across a variety of industries, concerns about potential security threats, and
improvements in ML methods and blockchain protocols that open up new avenues for
innovation, publications on the intersection of blockchain and ML in the context of security
have grown over time. As a result, experts in both fields are working hard to find methods
to make blockchain and ML applications more secure.

The key disciplines are computer science (30 articles) and engineering (19 articles). The
majority of publications on the intersection of blockchain and ML in the context of security
are in the computer science and engineering areas due to the close relationship between the
implementation and development of these technologies, the importance of security, and
the interdisciplinary nature of the research that requires expertise in multiple fields. These
disciplines provide the foundation for developing blockchain and ML algorithms, and
concentrate on the practical implementation of these algorithms in real-world applications,
making them well-suited for investigating and proposing solutions to security problems.

There is a growing trend of producing essays on various topics. The use of ML to
control the blockchain can greatly enhance the security of the chain. Furthermore, since
ML performs better with large amounts of data, it presents an excellent opportunity to
create stronger models by leveraging the decentralized nature of blockchains. When
combined, ML and blockchain can enhance security and transparency. This integration can
be particularly beneficial for small businesses that cannot afford significant maintenance
costs. Maintenance schedules can be posted on the blockchain, ensuring that everyone is
accountable for their specific responsibilities.
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5. Discussion

Integrating block chain with ML can make data storage and processing more efficient
and beneficial for data management. For example, Gaur et al. [42] presented an ML-based
blockchain smart-contract system that enhances security, decreases consumption, and
can be relied upon for real-time medical applications. Additionally, models based on the
blockchain can use ML algorithms for data prediction and analysis to enforce security
and identify threats [43]. ML techniques are also beneficial in cybersecurity and can be
used for defending against distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks. Several ML-based
approaches for identifying DDoS attacks have been proposed, including supervised, unsu-
pervised, and hybrid approaches that combine the first two [44]. Another example is the
project by Shahbazi and Byun [45], which aims to build a system for disaster management
and emergency response based on social media platforms. This approach uses text analysis
techniques to improve how authorities respond to emergencies and filter the information
using automatically-collected data to aid in relief efforts. The project extracted real-time
information linked to emergencies from social media datasets using cutting-edge ML, Deep
Learning, and Natural Language Processing approaches based on supervised and unsu-
pervised learning to assist in quick reaction in a crisis. Similarly, blockchain architecture
is used in this procedure to disprove the veracity of specified events and get rid of the
system’s exclusive authority. The integrated system is primarily motivated by the need
to increase system transparency and security to prevent the dissemination of incorrect
information on an event on social media. Furthermore, as a fast-evolving technology, ML
has been recommended as a software engineering security analysis tool [46].

Security is crucial not only for the continued use of blockchain but also for data
distribution due to its faster operation [47]. In a recent paper, Al-Qarafi et al. [47] presented
the Optimal ML-based Intrusion Detection System for Privacy-Preserving BIoT with Smart
Cities Environment (OMLIDS-PBIoT) approach, which is a solution for achieving smart city
environment security using blockchain and ML techniques. To achieve this, the OMLIDS-
PBIoT approach uses initial data pre-processing to convert the data into a suitable format.
It also employs a golden eagle optimization (GEO)-based feature selection model to extract
valuable feature subsets and a heap-based optimizer with a random vector functional
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link network model for intrusion categorization. Furthermore, the IoT-enabled smart city
environment utilizes blockchain technology for secure data transfer. The performance
of the OMLIDS-PBIoT method is validated using benchmark datasets, and the results
are examined under a variety of conditions. The experimental findings suggest that
the OMLIDS-PBIoT technology is superior to contemporary techniques. Using hybrid
deep-learning classification techniques may further enhance the efficiency of the OMLIDS-
PBIoT methodology.

As the number of smart devices continues to rise, privacy breaches and poor model
accuracy of edge services ensue [48]. Tian et al. [48] propose a blockchain-based ML
framework for edge services (BML-ES) in IIoT to address these issues. Specifically, they
develop unique smart contracts to enable multiparty engagement of edge services to
increase data processing efficiency. To ensure the accuracy of decision tree (DT) models,
they also provide an aggregation approach to verify and aggregate model parameters. In
edge services, they guarantee data security and prevent data leakage by using the SM2
public key cryptosystem. Theoretical simulations and analytical studies have shown that
the BML-ES architecture is better suited for enhancing the accuracy of edge services in
the IIoT. It is secure, efficient, and effective. However, the security and effectiveness of
data processing utilizing ML still differs significantly [49,50]. The elliptic curve discrete
logarithm problem in SM2 is largely responsible for the security of BML-ES. Their solution
is protected by this feature against data loss and tampering [48].

The categorization of included studies based on applications, protocols, algorithms,
and security analysis is a method for organizing and comprehending the enormous quantity
of available literature in a given field. This classification can also enable the identification of
gaps in the research that require further investigation, which can help guide future research
in the field. Ultimately, this categorization of research papers is a practical method for
comprehending the vast amount of literature in a given field, and it plays a crucial role in
advancing knowledge and improving research outcomes in computer science, information
technology, and cybersecurity.

5.1. Applications

Recent research suggests that ML and blockchain have significantly impacted the
security of industrial automation over the past few decades. Blockchain is an immutable
list of files that are linked cryptographically and available for inspection, the same as
a ledger. It makes it impossible to modify prior accounting ledger papers, and fresh
documents need to be hacked by a trustworthy source. Permissioned blockchains use
a variety of cryptographic methods, including elliptic symmetric cryptography and the
curve digital signature algorithm, to protect the security of data. The proposed system
can include e-commerce and risk management activities in addition to the traceability
of industrial equipment. Rather than just detecting harmful flow rules, it is exciting to
utilize the blockchain to prevent their introduction into flow tables [51]. To evaluate the
accessibility, dependability, privacy, and security of the ePrescription information in the
proposed system, a survey covers questions on the ePrescription system’s properties [52].
The survey by Aldughayfiq and Sampalli [52] revealed that a great majority of respondents
across all demographics viewed the use of blockchain and ML algorithms to securely
prescribe pharmaceuticals favorably. Nevertheless, minor enhancements are required for
the suggested functionalities, and post-implementation user research is required to assess
the proposed ePrescription system in full.

Smart cities are becoming the norm in urbanization due to the growth of IoT. IoT
networks allow dispersed smart devices to collect and analyze data within smart city infras-
tructure using the Internet as an open channel. However, challenges such as centralization,
scalability, transparency, privacy (such as inference attacks and data poisoning), security,
and verifiability slow down the adoption of smart cities [53]. Inspired by these challenges,
Kumar et al. [53] offer a privacy-preserving and secure framework (PPSF) for smart cities
powered by the IoT. The proposed PPSF relies on two fundamental mechanisms: a two-
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level privacy strategy and an intrusion detection technique. A blockchain module is first
developed in a two-level privacy system to transport IoT data securely, and the Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) method is utilized to reformat the raw IoT data. Using the
ToN-IoT and BoT-IoT network datasets, a gradient boosting anomaly detector is employed
in the intrusion detection method to train and evaluate the proposed two-level privacy
solution. For the implementation of the suggested PPSF framework, they additionally
provide a blockchain-integrated Fog-Cloud architecture with an InterPlanetary File System
(IPFS). According to the testing results, the PPSF architecture is superior to certain modern
blockchain and non-blockchain alternatives.

Ensuring secure and confidential communication in the IoT is a challenge, given its ex-
pected size and widespread usage. Blockchain has been explored as a potential solution for
decentralized privacy and protection. However, existing methods are computationally and
temporally intensive, making them impractical for most IoT applications [54]. Particularly,
Khan et al. [54] propose a resource-efficient blockchain-based approach for private and
secure IoT. They use the Deep extreme learning machine instance and novel exploitation
of computing resources in a typical IoT context, such as smart homes. Their suggested
method involves safeguarding blockchain-based smart home architecture by assessing its
dependability on accessibility, integrity, and privacy. Simulated results demonstrate that the
overheads introduced by their strategy (in terms of energy consumption, processing time,
and distribution) are insignificant compared to their protection and privacy advantages.

In China, the adoption of national standard cryptography is being promoted for se-
curity applications. Yi [55] suggests a blockchain-based instant messaging system with a
Chinese cryptographic foundation. To prevent counterfeit and replay attacks, he builds a
message authentication scheme based on SM2, followed by an SM3-based cryptographic
hash mode for message integrity verification. He then builds an SM4-based message en-
cryption mechanism to protect user privacy. Additionally, he presents an algorithm-based
strategy for monitoring blockchain activity to detect anomalies. To prove the feasibility of
the blockchain-based IM scheme, a Linux-based blockchain-based IM system was devel-
oped. The implementation results demonstrate that it is a secure and realistic IM system
that can be implemented directly on a wide range of instant messaging apps.

This section outlines various potential applications of blockchain and ML for enhanc-
ing security and privacy in diverse contexts. However, the authors acknowledge that more
research and user trials are needed to evaluate the full potential and functionality of the
proposed systems. Moreover, it is crucial to note that the implementation of such systems
may face challenges related to verifiability, transparency, scalability, and centralization,
as discussed in the text. Table 1 highlights the potential uses of the articles described
in several fields, including industrial automation, IoT-powered smart cities, secure IoT
connectivity, and instant messaging. This table rates each application according to its
benefits and challenges.

Table 1. Potentials for enhancing security with advantages and challenges.

Application Advantages Challenges References

Industrial automation security Cryptographic protection of data
and immutability

Functionality requires minor
enhancements, and
post-implementation user research
is required.

[51,52]

Smart cities powered by IoT Superior performance, security, and
privacy preservation

verifiability, privacy, transparency,
scalability, and Centralization [53]

Secure communication in IoT resource efficiency and
decentralized privacy protection

The computational and temporal
intensity of existing methods [54]

Instant messaging
Anomaly detection, integrity
verification, privacy protection, and
message authentication

Implementation obstacles include
verifiability, transparency,
scalability, and centralization.

[55]
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5.2. Protocols

Conventional learning techniques rely on the system’s trust for confidentiality and
security. However, as the scale of learning expands, maintaining the integrity of every
edge device may become expensive [56]. Zhang et al. [56] proposed democratic learning
(DemL) to cost-effectively develop trust in a trustless environment. The investigation into
hardware/software co-design for decentralized, blockchain-secured, on-device learning
has reached this stage. Their method protects artificial intelligence (AI) learning in a
trustless environment by using blockchain’s decentralization and tamper-resistance. They
suggest PoMC (an algorithm and architectural co-design) as a special blockchain consensus
mechanism that makes use of cross-domain reuse (AI learning and blockchain consensus)
for the first time in AI learning architecture to offset the extra cost that a blockchain
provides. According to the assessment results, their DemL can shield AI learning from
privacy leakage and model contamination, and privacy and security are only marginally
accompanied by hardware overhead and power consumption (2%).

In addition, by integrating blockchain into a cloud computing environment, a new
framework for managing trust will increase the efficiency and authentication of cloud
servers. This hybrid cloud-based blockchain architecture is referred to as blockchain as a
service (BaaS) [57]. Franklin et al. [57] proposed a framework that includes a smart contract
and access mechanism for authenticating data against Byzantine attacks. The efficacy of
the suggested model is compared to several state-of-the-art methodologies, demonstrating
that their framework provides the best level of protection against Byzantine attacks. The
blockchain is responsible for generating and storing transaction data inside blocks. TBB
is responsible for collecting the most recent transactions from each node and generating
transaction blocks before validating their behavior and creating behavior trust blocks. The
details are then transmitted to TAB. TAB and TBB are the two primary blockchain data
security protocols.

Moreover, to optimize the blockchain-intersected IoT system, a light chain consensus
reinforcement ML (LCC-RML) approach was created by Priyadharshini and Canessane [58].
This approach contributes to the development of a learning technique from the angles of
resource utilization, decentralized data security, scalability, and latency. The underlying
blockchain technology in LCC-RML has improved scalability without affecting the decen-
tralized system, latency, or security. To improve network Quality of Service (QoS) and
security, the sidechain is established using a modified two-way peg process and updated
using a hybrid delegated useful Byzantine fault tolerance-delegated proof of stake (DPBFT-
DPOS) method [59]. The suggested technique by Vairagade and Brahmananda [59] obtains
an accuracy and (Formula given)-score of around 98.6% and 99.5%, lowers end-to-end
communication time by 10%, enhances energy efficiency by 15%, and increases throughput
by 15% relative to current methods.

To address security issues and overcome the limits of current methodologies, Zhou
et al. [46] suggested using a tree-based ML vulnerability detection (TMLVD) method to
analyze the vulnerabilities of smart contracts. TMLVD sends intermediate representations
of smart contracts made from abstract syntax trees to a tree-based training network to
build the prediction model. To find smart contract vulnerabilities, their method collects
multidimensional properties. The results indicate that TMLVD has sufficient detection
capabilities for locating specific security vulnerabilities.

Vargas et al. [60] aimed to merge prior methods to provide a comprehensive security
mechanism for IoT device networks. Their mechanism would enable the detection of threats,
activate secure information transmission mechanisms, and be tailored to the computing
capabilities of industrial IoT. Considering the prior assumption and the fact that the IIoT
security exploits have been detected, they selected the K-nearest neighbors algorithm
(KNN), a supervised ML technique that only needs a distance calculation between nodes.
The suggested approach achieves the specified goals and provides a realistic mechanism
for identifying and containing intrusions in an IoT network. In some instances, it evades
conventional detection measures, such as an intrusion detection system.
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Choudhary and Dorle [61] used a delay-aware, energy-aware, throughput-aware,
and PDR-aware underlying protocol to execute routing, security, and network parameter
tuning, which employs high-efficiency ML. In comparison to the traditional blockchain-
based vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET) implementations, this resulted in a 12 percent
decrease in energy usage, a 15 percent decrease in E2E latency, and a 38 percent boost in
network throughput. The network packet delivery ratio (PDR) is almost constant and can
be enhanced by using deep learning and ML models, such as long short-term memory
(LSTM) and convolutional neural network (CNN) architectures, by providing more weight
to PDR enhancement. In addition, the underlying network employs a sidechain-based
blockchain implementation, making it less complicated, more secure, and faster than single-
chain implementations. In the future, researchers may extend this protocol to increase
secondary characteristics such as parametric jitter, routing overhead, cost of storage, and
computational complexity.

A concept called Secure LearningChain (SEC-LearningChain) was presented by Pon
and Kavitha [62], based on a combination of blockchain, ML, and cloud computing prim-
itives. It aims to provide secure data transactions in a P2P network and an efficient
data-sharing service. This strategy comprises four design models: Firstly, an attack de-
tection model uses a threshold-based abnormal traffic detector in the transaction network
to identify attacks. Secondly, a blockchain transaction network architecture based on
cryptographic hash and encryption is designed to combat threats and authenticate the
identity verification procedure for safe transactions. Thirdly, the large-scale transaction
record is optimized, and the ML output prediction model is trained. Lastly, the cloud
assessment model controls the saved transaction records and facilitates the easy sharing
of accessible services across various cloud systems for each service center. Additionally,
they demonstrate that the SEC-LearningChain architecture is resistant to transmission
control protocol flooding, denial of service, and fake attacks. Experimental findings indi-
cate that the SEC-LearningChain achieves a greater number of transactions per block than
previous systems.

ML can aid in preventing tampering issues during runtime and beforehand [63]. In
the study by Nasir et al. [63], the suggested framework used various ML approaches;
however, support vector machines (SVM) outperformed the others, achieving 99.05% DA
and 0.95% MCR (enabled by blockchain) to overcome security risks to trained models,
network communication, transaction data. In the future, federated ML augmented with
fuzzy data may be used to solve further network interference issues. Unal et al. [64] suggest
using blockchain to protect IoT systems against federated learning (FL) algorithm assaults.
Combining blockchain and FL safeguards the integrity of trained models, avoiding model
poisoning threats. This study proposes a viable method for integrating blockchain with
FL to deliver secure and private big data analytics services. To safeguard trained models
and user data against poisoning attempts, they suggest using fuzzy hashing to identify
variations and abnormalities in FL-trained models. The suggested solution is assessed by
modeling attack modalities in a quasi-simulated environment.

Despite the presentation of promising protocols that use blockchain and ML technolo-
gies to improve security, scalability, and privacy in decentralized systems, further research
and evaluation are required to determine the efficacy and viability of these protocols in real-
world settings. When designing and implementing such protocols, it is essential to consider
the tradeoffs among security, performance, and usability. Table 2 provides a comparison of
various protocols based on their advantages and applications of included works.

5.3. Algorithms

ML algorithms are commonly used to study observations by identifying data pat-
terns, mapping input to output, and analyzing data. As these algorithms analyze more
data, their overall accuracy in predicting outcomes improves. New iterations of existing
ML algorithms continue to emerge depending on the shifting needs and complexity of
the issues.
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Table 2. Comparison of different protocols.

Protocol Advantages Applications References

DemL

Cost-effective trust in an
environment devoid of trust and
protection against privacy leakage
and model contamination

AI learning [56]

BaaS Superior level of defense against
Byzantine attacks Cloud computing [57]

LCC-RML
Scalability, latency, and security are
enhanced without compromising
the decentralized system.

IoT systems [58,59]

TMLVD Adequate detection tools for
identifying particular security flaws Smart contracts [46]

KNN
A practical method for locating and
containing intrusions in an IoT
network

IoT device networks [60]

Delay-Aware, Energy-Aware,
Throughput-Aware, and
PDR-Aware Underlying Protocol

Reduced energy consumption and
E2E latency, enhanced network
throughput

VANET [61]

SEC-LearningChain Secure data transactions and
effective service for sharing data P2P network [62]

SVM
Enhancing the protection of trained
models, network communications,
and transaction data

Runtime and beforehand
security in ML [63]

Federated ML with fuzzy data and
Blockchain

Protecting the integrity of trained
models, preventing model
poisoning, identifying anomalies,
and secures IoT systems

Secure and private big data
analytics services [64]

In the study by Shahin and Sabri [65], the authors present a framework for safely
storing IoT data while maintaining its integrity and availability. Multiple ML algorithms,
including Naive Bayes, AdaBoost, KNN, DT, Random Forest, and Logistic Regression (LR),
are trained to identify hacked IoT devices. These algorithms are compared based on metrics
such as recall, accuracy, precision, F1 score, and classification time. The findings suggest
that Random Forest and AdaBoost classifiers provide similar results and are considered
the top classifiers based on all performance criteria, except for time. After filtering, typical
data received from IoT devices are stored on a private blockchain, and the signed data are
subsequently sent to all network nodes for verification. The blockchain’s consensus process
is built on the proof of authority algorithm to enable scalability.

Similarly, the architecture created by Jamil et al. [66] provides an innovative solution
for securing IoT fitness gadgets. This secure architecture includes data security, restricted
access to fitness devices, and the consensus method (PBFT), which allows IoT fitness device
fault tolerance. The blockchain’s data decentralization and encryption capabilities ensure
data security for IoT devices. The proposed system is evaluated using well-known ML-
based classifiers such as KNN, SVM, LR, and DT. The capability of smart contracts increases
confidence in IoT fitness gadgets and reduces potential costs. Asymmetric encryption is
considered the primary technique used to protect the security of the blockchain. Asymmet-
ric encryption, which uses a public and private key, is used to offer digital signature and
data encryption features. In addition to providing transaction verification and signatures,
asymmetric cryptography secures the security of IoT fitness data in the blockchain. The
primary purpose of blockchain is to securely record data into blocks, with each transaction
confirmed by other nodes within the blockchain system.
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Distributed ML (DML) has been researched by Kim et al. [67] for blockchain networks
as a way to operate a learning model without data centralization. Despite various works
being offered, privacy and security have not been adequately addressed. Therefore, Kim
et al. propose a privacy-preserving DML paradigm for a permissioned blockchain to
systematically address performance, security, and privacy challenges. They create a differ-
entially private stochastic gradient descent technique and an error-based aggregation rule
as fundamental primitives for any differentially private technique for learning, in which
non-deterministic functions need to be specified. The suggested error-based aggregation
rule is effective in preventing attacks by an adversary node that attempts to reduce the
precision of DML models. Their results indicate that their suggested approach offers more
resistance against adversarial attacks than existing aggregation procedures in a differen-
tially private setting. Lastly, they demonstrate that the suggested model is useful due to its
low computing cost and transaction latency.

Shahbazi and Byun [68] tested several ML and blockchain-based approaches to multi-
stage quality control. They provide the cross-validation test results, which are separated
into accuracy, precision, and recall for the gradient tree boosting technique (XGBoost)
and KNN algorithms. XGBoost had the most influence on the proposed strategy and has
been compared to various ML techniques. Comparing XGBoost to various ML algorithms
revealed that XGBoost can extract the complicated connection of the dataset and deliver
the most accurate quality rating. The primary objectives and innovations of the described
system were to use a blockchain coupled with ML to enhance smart manufacturing prac-
tices and environmental quality, delivering exceptional results. This technology provides
a secure environment for producers and users to enhance the safety and reliability of
corporate settings. In future work, they can expand the network size to test and evaluate
the system’s performance in more complex production contexts concerning precision, ML
models, etc.

In Korea, one of the prevalent modes of transportation is the use of internet apps to
hail taxis, which is more convenient for drivers and passengers. However, the driver’s taxi
request for passengers may be denied depending on the driver’s position and distance.
Therefore, the driver’s rejection and acceptance of the received request needs to be specified.
To preserve transaction information and ensure the safety of passengers and drivers, the
security of this system is another essential component [69]. In the work by Shahbazi and
Byun [69], the origins and destinations of visitors to the South Korean island of Jeju were
extracted from T-map data and processed using ML DT and XGBoost algorithms. The
blockchain structure is built on the Hyperledger Fabric platform. The suggested framework
increases the security of passenger transaction data and decreases passenger waiting time
at the specified site.

The paper by Kumar et al. [70] presents a trustworthy privacy-preserving secured
framework (TP2SF) for smart cities, which is composed of three modules: an intrusion
detection module, a privacy module with two levels, and a trustworthiness module that
creates a blockchain reputation platform. To guard against inference and poisoning attacks,
the privacy module uses a blockchain-based improved proof-of-work (PoW) technique
in conjunction with PCA to transform data into a new reduced shape. XGBoost is used
in the intrusion detection module. They recommend using the CloudBlock and FogBlock
infrastructure, which is a blockchain-IPFS integrated Fog-Cloud infrastructure, for imple-
menting the TP2SF framework in smart cities due to the advantages and drawbacks of
the Fog-Cloud architecture. The TP2SF framework is evaluated using two real IoT-based
datasets, ToN-IoT and BoT-IoT, and is found to outperform other cutting-edge approaches
in both blockchain and non-blockchain systems.

Researchers have presented security models based on blockchain, and these models
enable high-speed operations for small-scale networks. Nevertheless, as network size rises,
the latency required for blockchain mining increases exponentially, limiting its use [71]. The
work by Agrawal and Kumar [71] proposes an ML-based blockchain architecture called
MLSMBQS for QoS-aware secure IoT installations that utilizes bio-inspired computing to
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split the blockchain into many sub-chains, referred to as shards, to reduce mining time.
The suggested model is capable of increasing throughput, decreasing communication
latency, reducing energy usage, and enhancing security performance compared to current
blockchain and non-blockchain-based security models. Thus, the MLSMBQS model is
deployable in a range of IoT network situations requiring high efficiency.

Several ML algorithms, including Naive Bayes, AdaBoost, KNN, DT, Random Forest,
SVM, LR, and XGBoost, have been studied for their effectiveness in enhancing the security
and privacy of blockchain-based systems in a variety of applications. However, the different
research aims, target applications, and assessment standards make it difficult to evaluate
the effectiveness of ML algorithms across investigations. Additionally, some studies may
be subject to constraints such as small sample numbers, a lack of data variety, or inherent
biases in data collection and preparation. Table 3 summarizes the algorithms used, the
proposed solutions, and the evaluation metrics used to assess the performance of the
proposed systems.

Table 3. Overview of ML algorithms and blockchain applications in various fields.

ML Algorithms Used Objective References

Naive Bayes, AdaBoost, KNN, DT,
Random Forest, LR

Safely storing IoT data while
preserving its availability and
integrity

[65]

KNN, SVM, LR, DT Securing IoT fitness gadgets [66]

DML Operating a learning model without
data centralization [67]

XGBoost, KNN Multistage quality control [68]

ML DT, XGBoost
Enhancing the safety of passenger
transaction data and reducing
waiting time

[69]

XGBoost Providing the TP2SF for smart cities [70]

5.4. Security Analysis

Blockchain and ML systems both require a high level of security to prevent malicious
attacks and data breaches. Hence, the security analysis is crucial for both of these technolo-
gies. Security analysis in ML entails identifying potential weak points in the architecture
and creating defenses against prospective threats. ML models, for instance, are susceptible
to adversarial attacks, in which a perpetrator modifies input data to trick the model and
produce false predictions. These vulnerabilities can be found, and effective protections
against them can be created with the aid of security analysis.

Similarly, the security analysis is essential in blockchain systems to prevent unautho-
rized access and maintain the integrity of the distributed ledger. Blockchain systems rely on
cryptographic algorithms for the authenticity and immutability of transactions. However,
these algorithms can be vulnerable to attacks such as 51% attacks, in which an attacker
seizes control of the majority of the network’s processing capacity and manipulates the
ledger. These vulnerabilities can be found, and solutions to reduce the risk of attacks can
be developed with the use of security analysis. Additionally, security analysis can assist in
identifying weaknesses in the hardware and software components of blockchain and ML
systems. For instance, a flaw in the hardware of a blockchain system might be leveraged to
take over the network, or a weakness in a third-party library or component used in an ML
system might be exploited to gain unauthorized access to sensitive data.

Blockchain technology is being used more widely, but as its popularity has grown,
so too have new attack techniques. For instance, exchanges have been targeted, and there
are reports of increasing numbers of digital currencies being stolen [72]. Therefore, it
is essential to conduct security analysis on both ML and blockchain systems. However,
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it is important to note that security analysis should not focus only on the limitations of
cryptographic methods but also encompass people and procedures.

To improve the credibility of website defacement detection and lower false-positive
and false-negative rates, Du et al. [73] proposed an ML and blockchain-based method for
fine-grained trust detection called WebTD. Their testing findings and security analysis
demonstrated that WebTD not only builds a trustworthy web service detection system, but
also maintains a detection success rate of over 98%, ensuring the website’s integrity.

Table 4 contains several publications that examine security analysis in both blockchain
and ML systems. Overall, it is clear that security analysis is critical to ensuring the integrity
and trustworthiness of these technologies. Security analysis involves a range of techniques,
such as threat modeling, vulnerability assessment, penetration testing, and risk analysis,
and should be an integral part of any system design or implementation.

Table 4. Overview of some articles that study security analysis.

System Method Outcome Limitation References

ML Technique and
Consortium Blockchain Oyente

Enhancing the security and
confidentiality of
transactions

Using their recommended
model in a real-world
setting without comparing
it to other charge schemes
with the same
characteristics.

[74]

ML and Blockchain Oyente
The suggested method
detects transaction fraud
correctly.

Is susceptible to the
adversary’s attack [75]

Exploiting ML in
Intelligent Sensor-Based
Systems Using Blockchain

Oyente The smart contract is resilient
against flaws.

When a function is run, it
prevents the execution of
other functions.

[76]

Data Trade Mode Based on
Smart Contracts Utilizing
Blockchain and ML

Not mentioned

Addressing the issue of the
data trading center’s
inability to keep data in the
conventional data trading
mode, to preserve the data
owner’s rights and interests
and support the growth of
data trading.

The remedy to the issue of
data resale is to sign a
non-resale contract,
although signing a contract
cannot remove the problem
of data resale.

[77]

6. Open Issues and Future Directions

In the future, ML and blockchain have the potential to revolutionize security. How-
ever, to actualize their maximum potential in security, it is necessary to resolve several
outstanding issues and obstacles. ML algorithms may also be susceptible to adversarial
attacks, in which an adversary modifies data to induce algorithmic errors. Additionally,
the following factors need to be addressed in future research:

◦ Scalability: Blockchain technology is still comparatively sluggish and has difficulty
processing large quantities of data. In addition to being computationally intensive,
ML algorithms can make it difficult to process data swiftly and effectively.

◦ Interoperability: Due to numerous blockchain platforms and standards, it can be chal-
lenging to develop interoperable systems that are compatible with multiple platforms.

◦ Privacy: Blockchain technology can produce a transparent and unchangeable ledger of
transactions, which can raise privacy concerns. In addition to collecting vast quantities
of data, ML algorithms can also raise privacy concerns.

Numerous noteworthy advancements have been made in the field of emerging trends
and technologies. Federated learning is one of these innovations, as it permits multiple
parties to train a shared model without revealing their data. This could be advantageous for
refining ML models on blockchain-stored data without revealing the data to third parties.
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Another notable technology is zero-knowledge proofs, a cryptographic technique that
allows one party to establish the veracity of a statement without revealing additional infor-
mation. This could be used to authenticate information without revealing the information
itself. Interledger protocols permit the development of interoperable systems by facilitating
communication between diverse blockchain platforms. These protocols could be utilized to
establish a secure and decentralized network for inter-blockchain communication, enabling
blockchain platforms to share data and interact. Moreover, tokenization can be used to
generate digital tokens that represent physical assets. Then, ML algorithms can be used to
identify activity patterns associated with these identifiers to detect potential fraud or other
security issues.

Further research on privacy-preserving methods, such as federated learning, might
be one of the field’s future goals. This would help to solve issues with data ownership
and security. There may also be opportunities to enhance the effectiveness and scalability
of ML algorithms for usage in blockchain networks as well as to create novel consensus
mechanisms that can satisfy the particular requirements of ML-based applications. Finally,
there may be opportunities to investigate the fusion of other cutting-edge technologies,
including edge computing and natural language processing, with ML and blockchain to
develop fresh and cutting-edge solutions for a variety of sectors and use cases.

7. Conclusions

Nowadays, blockchain is considered the most cutting-edge and trustworthy techno-
logical framework for investigating a wide range of security-related problems. Unlike
the immutable ledger that serves as the backbone of all cryptocurrencies, ML is a rapidly
growing field that promises endless applications. By optimizing blockchain with ML,
it might be possible to achieve greater efficiency. Information stored on a blockchain is
secure because of its built-in encryption, making blockchains great for storing secret or
sensitive information. However, enhancing security entails much more than that. While
the blockchain itself is secure, any additional programs or layers on top of it are not. To
improve the safety of blockchain applications, ML can be of great help. Our research has
not revealed any kind of security-oriented assessment of ML with blockchain. Therefore,
a comprehensive study is required to understand the function of ML and blockchain in
enhancing security. This study evaluates the current situation, ranks the included papers,
and presents an overview of security issues.

Since 2019, a growing number of papers have focused on the security implications of
ML and blockchain technology. It is important to recognize the meteoric rise of ML and
blockchain technology, particularly in 2022. The distributed ledger used by blockchain
can be made more secure with the help of ML. Computer science and engineering are key
to this. The trend of writing essays in many disciplines is expanding. When applied to
blockchain management, ML has the potential to further strengthen the network’s already
impressive security. In addition, the decentralized structure of blockchains provides a
tremendous opportunity to build stronger models, which is especially appealing given that
ML performs better with vast volumes of data. Together, they make the world a safer and
more open place. In certain cases, it might be highly useful to combine ML algorithms
with blockchain. The featured publications highlighted the significance of ML’s effect on
blockchain security despite their current limitations.

Although ML and blockchain have the potential to revolutionize security, there are
still difficulties that should be addressed, such as scalability, interoperability, and privacy
concerns, as well as the vulnerability of ML algorithms to adversarial attacks. Federated
learning and zero-knowledge proofs are significant advances, and tokenization may be
used in conjunction with ML algorithms to identify possible fraud or security risks. Future
research should focus on privacy-preserving approaches, improving the efficacy and scala-
bility of ML algorithms, and studying the integration of other cutting-edge technologies
with ML and blockchain to build novel and cutting-edge solutions for a wide range of
industries and use cases.
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